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ABSTRACT

No free lunch theorems for supervised learning state that no learner can solve all
problems or that all learners achieve exactly the same accuracy on average over a
uniform distribution on learning problems. Accordingly, these theorems are often
referenced in support of the notion that individual problems require specially tai-
lored inductive biases. While all but exponentially few uniformly sampled datasets
have high complexity, we argue that neural network models share the same pref-
erence for low-complexity data that we observe on real-world problems. Notably,
we show that architectures designed for a particular domain, such as computer
vision, are compressors for labeling functions on a variety of seemingly unrelated
domains. From our experiments, we see that pre-trained and even randomly ini-
tialized language models prefer to generate low-complexity sequences and can
therefore be used for inference. In principle, the use of expert knowledge and bias
for simplicity of human practitioners could be folded into the learning algorithm,
automating design and selection of models. We explain how typical areas requir-
ing human intervention such as picking the appropriately sized model when la-
beled data is sparse or plentiful can be automated into a single learning algorithm.
These observations help justify the trend in deep learning of unifying seemingly
disparate problems with an increasingly small set of machine learning models.

1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of justifying inductive reasoning has plagued epistemologists since at least the 1700s
(Hume, 1748). More recently, in the late 1990s, no free lunch theorems emerged from the computer
science community as rigorous versions of arguments showing the impossibility of induction in con-
texts seemingly relevant to real machine learning problems (Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert & Macready,
1997). One such no free lunch theorem for supervised learning states that no single learner can
solve every problem (Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David, 2014). Another states that, assuming a world
where the labeling functions of learning problems are drawn from a uniform distribution, no learner
can reliably perform inference at all (Wolpert, 1996). Such a world would be altogether hostile to
inductive reasoning. The assumption that labelings are drawn uniformly ensures that training set
labels are entirely uninformative about unseen samples.

In contrast to this dismal outlook on machine learning, naturally occurring inference problems in-
volve highly structured data. If we can design learning algorithms with inductive biases that are
aligned with this structure, then we may hope to perform inference on a wide range of problems.
In this work, we explore structure in both real-world data and modern machine learning models,
primarily through the lens of Kolmogorov complexity.

The Kolmogorov complexity of some output is defined as the length of the shortest program un-
der a fixed language that produces that output. In Section 3, we explain the connection between
Kolmogorov complexity and compressibility. We note that virtually all random data cannot be sig-
nificantly compressed, yet relevant datasets are highly compressible and hence substantially less
complex. In particular, neural networks themselves can be used to create compression of data label-
ings, upper bounding their Kolmogorov complexity.
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Complementing the low complexity of actual data, we then demonstrate in Section 4 that modern
neural networks prefer low Kolmogorov complexity too. While models implemented on a computer
provably cannot generate data with complexity exceeding the length of their associated program,
we find they actually prefer data that is far simpler. We formulate simple languages for generat-
ing numerical sequences, under which we can directly measure the Kolmogorov complexity of a
sequence. We use these languages to inspect the simplicity bias of both pre-trained and randomly
initialized language models. GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) reliably favors less complex sequences, and
bigger and better GPT-3 variants even more so. Notably, randomly initialized GPT models share this
simplicity bias. As such, we can use them to predict the next element in a sequence as long as the
target sequence is low-complexity. To further emphasize the universality of this simplicity bias, we
cram tabular data from diverse domains, including click prediction and airline delay prediction, into
convolutional computer vision architectures and show that these vision architectures prefer correct
labelings to random ones, even on data which do not remotely resemble natural images. We use this
property to compute cross-domain non-vacuous PAC-Bayes generalization bounds.

A common intuition associated with no free lunch theorems dictates that since a single learner can-
not solve all problems, practitioners must inspect data and manually select an appropriate learner for
the specific problem at hand. For example, a practitioner might select a more constrained model to
avoid overfitting on small datasets, or they may select convolutional architectures to accommodate
natural image data. To the contrary, we explain in Section 5 why model selection can be automated
from the standpoint of PAC-Bayes theory, namely selecting between learning algorithms bears neg-
ligible complexity cost, and this cost is quickly overcome by gains in validation accuracy under
reasonably sized validation splits. Moreover, a single learner, which on the one hand supports a
variety of functions but on the other hand prefers simple ones, can solve a wide range of problems.
We show that flexible models accompanied by a penalty which encourages simple solutions can
solve problems with a variety of sample sizes. For example, a single learner which combines a
small convolutional neural network and a transformer, while encouraging use of the small model
insofar as it fits the training data, achieves strong performance both on small datasets like CIFAR-10
(Krizhevsky, 2009) and also large datasets like ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). We highlight in Fig-
ure 1 that the historic evolution of machine learning systems supports the ability of a single learner to
perform diverse tasks as highly task-specific pre-neural algorithms, such as Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Blei et al., 2003) and HOG (Dalal & Triggs, 2005), were replaced by neural architectures such
as convolutional or recurrent models, and transformers can now handily perform all tasks listed.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We demonstrate the direct connection between compressibility and learnability that is im-
plicit in no free lunch theorems by deriving a new NFL theorem using Kolmogorov com-
plexity.

• We show that the low Kolmogorv complexity of real datasets can be directly derived from
the machine learning models used to fit them.

• We provide strong empirical evidence that neural networks have low complexity biases that
are relevant even on data far from what they were designed for. To this end, we compute
generalization bounds using convolutional vision models on tabular data, we showcase
GPT-3’s strong preference for sequences generated by shorter expression trees, and we find
that even randomly initialized language models have a simplicity bias.

• We argue why in principle model selection can be automated into a larger algorithm, and
we provide explicit examples demonstrating how multiple models can be subsumed into a
single powerful learner.

2 BACKGROUND

No free lunch theorems. No free lunch theorems (NFL) state that without making strong assump-
tions, a single algorithm cannot simultaneously solve all problems well. No free lunch theorems for
search and optimization indicate that all optimizers and search algorithms satisfying certain condi-
tions perform exactly the same on average over all such search or optimization problems (Wolpert
et al., 1995; Wolpert & Macready, 1997). In this work, we narrow our focus to NFL for super-
vised learning. Wolpert (1996), and similarly Schaffer (1994), proves an analogous theorem for
supervised learning under which every learner—a function that takes in labeled data and outputs a
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labeling function for the associated domain—achieves exactly the same accuracy of 50% on average
over all binary classification problems where accuracy is only evaluated on unseen samples.
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Figure 1: Over time, tasks that were performed by domain-
specialized ML systems are increasingly performed by unified neu-
ral network architectures.

In order to prove no free lunch theo-
rems, one needs to place very strong
assumptions on the lack of structure
in the labeling function such as a
uniform distribution, so that condi-
tioning on the training labels does
not modify the probability over la-
belings on unseen points (Rao et al.,
1995). To illustrate the severity of
this condition, imagine that a person
is presented a sequence of one mil-
lion 1s and asked whether they pre-
dict that the next element will be 1
or 0. If labelings of sequence el-
ements were distributed uniformly,
then we should assign equal prob-
ability to both options, despite the
fact that intuition and Bayesian prob-
abilistic models tell us overwhelming
to favor 1.

Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David (2014) instead do not assume a particular distribution over learning
problems and prove that for every learner, there is a task on which the learner achieves poor accuracy
with high probability over training splits, whereas another learner solves the same problem with
perfect accuracy. Notably, the latter NFL computes accuracy over all data, not just “off-training”
samples. While this statement of NFL does not require uniformly distributed data, if the existence
of catastrophic failure modes for our learners is to be damning, our learners must encounter them
in practice. After all, we do not care if our learners cannot solve problems we do not want to
solve. Thus, the practical relevance of this theorem again hinges on the distribution over real-world
learning problems and how well it aligns with the inductive bias of a learner. In this paper, we argue
that the real-world learning problems we care about are highly structured, and the inductive biases
of neural networks are well-aligned with such problems.

Kolmogorov complexity and compression. Kolmogorov complexity is a quantitative measure of
complexity. For any fixed programming language L, the Kolmogorov complexity of data x, K(x),
is the length of the shortest program in that language that outputs x (Kolmogorov, 1963). We can
similarly define K(y|x) as the length of the shortest program which inputs x and outputs y. For
definiteness, we assume that all programs and outputs are finite bitstrings.

Despite the fact that one cannot prove that any particular string has high complexity (Chaitin, 1974),
all but exponentially few sequences of a given length have near maximal Kolmogorov complexity.
Since there can only be less than 2n+1 programs of length less than or equal to n, then by the
pigeonhole principle, there are at most 2n+1 distinct bitstrings x with K(x) ≤ n. Equivalently,
drawing a random bitstring x of length n, there is at most a 21−k chance that K(x) ≤ n−k. As this
probability decays exponentially in k, this bound shows that the vast majority of bitstrings of length
n have complexity close to n. One way of upper bounding K(x) is to compress x, but then we must
include both the size of the compressed file and the size of the program required to decompress it.
Alternatively, if we can construct a short program which directly outputs x, this program also forms
a compression of x. The above discussion then demonstrates that the vast majority of bitstrings do
not admit a non-trivial compression.

Notions of Kolmogorov complexity and simplicity bias have also been discussed in the con-
text of universal induction algorithms and machine learning more broadly. Notably, one can
use Kolmogorov complexity to construct the Solomonoff prior (Solomonoff, 1964), P (x) =
2−[K(x)+2 logK(x)]/Z (with Z < 1), a formalization of the principle of Occam’s razor favoring
simplicity. One can perform inference using just this prior via universal induction algorithms, and
we discuss these matters in more detail along with complexity in deep learning in Appendix A.
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PAC-Bayes compression bounds. Generalization bounds limit how a model’s expected risk R(h)

will differ from its train risk R̂(h). PAC-Bayes generalization bounds (McAllester, 1998; 2003;
2013; Alquier, 2021) can be considered a generalization and improvement of the finite hypothesis
bounds (Mohri et al., 2018) which provide a generalization guarantee even when the number of
hypotheses is large (or even infinite) so long as the given hypothesis is likely under a prior P (h).
The simplest version of the bound (McAllester, 1999) applied with a point mass posterior Q(h) =
1[h=h∗] states that

R(h) ≤ R̂(h) +

√
− logP (h) + log(n/δ) + 2

2n− 1
(1)

with probability at least 1 − δ, where n is the size of the training set. Choosing the Solomonoff
prior P (h) = 2−[K(h)+2 logK(h)]/Z as done in Lotfi et al. (2022b) and noting that the normalization
constant Z ≤ 1, the prior likelihood of a given hypothesis can be bounded via

− log2 P (h) ≤ K(h) + 2 log2 K(h) ≤ C(h) + 2 log2 C(h)

for any compression scheme C. Combining these two bounds provides a theoretical basis for the
PAC-Bayes compression approach explored in other work (Zhou et al., 2018; Lotfi et al., 2022b) and
can be used to derive nonvacuous generalization bounds even for large neural networks when using
a strong compression scheme.

3 STRUCTURE IN REAL-WORLD DATA

The often cited no free lunch theorem of Wolpert (1996) states that all learners perform the same
when averaged over a uniform distribution on all possible datasets. However, the assumption of uni-
form samples is very strong and extremely unnatural. This assumption subtly selects high complex-
ity incompressible data, a set of problems on which learning is fundamentally impossible. Through
means of hypothesis test we are able to conclusively rule out the possibility that real datasets are
drawn from the uniform distribution, and therefore assertions that the NFL applies to problems of
interest. We bring to the surface the centrality of incompressibility in NFL theorems by deriving a
new NFL theorem directly from ideas of data compression and Kolmogorov complexity.

3.1 AN EXERCISE IN BOUNDING THE COMPLEXITY OF DATASETS

We first consider the hypothesis that unlabeled machine learning datasets are drawn uniformly at
random and use a bound on the Kolmogorov complexity as a test statistic. Using bzip2, and
including the size of the compression program, we compress text dataset Amazon Review Full
(McAuley & Leskovec, 2013) and audio dataset LibriSpeech (Panayotov et al., 2015) to 393.2 MB
and 8.36 GB respectively, providing upper bounds on the Kolmogorov complexity with respect to
the python programming language. Supposing the datasets were in fact uniformly randomly sampled
datasets, the probability of observing complexities this size or smaller is less than 2−232 and 2−236 ,
astronomically low p-values, conclusively ruling out the possibility that they were sampled in this
way. If we randomly shuffle the datasets, we instead obtain bounds of only 836.7 MB and 9.69 GB,
considerably larger, showing that the compressibility results not just from an inefficient encoding,
but from structure in the dataset. Other works have also examined Kolmogorov complexity in data,
for example EEG patterns (Petrosian, 1995) or animal behavior (Zenil et al., 2015), and likewise
confirm that such naturally occurring data is simple.

3.2 NEURAL NETWORKS AS COMPRESSORS OF THE LABELING FUNCTION

More relevant to the context of supervised learning, we show that not only are the unlabeled datasets
compressible—the labeling functions are too. Further, this can be demonstrated using trained mod-
els as compressors. Given a labeled dataset D = (X,Y ) = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, any likelihood model
p(y|x)—regardless of whether the top predictions are correct—can be used to generate a lossless
compression scheme to encode the dataset labels Y given the inputs X . Using a stream code such as
arithmetic coding (Witten et al., 1987) in combination with the probability model p(y|x), the labels
can be encoded in K(Y |X, p) ≤ −∑n

i log2 p(yi|xi) + 3 bits. Models which maximize the log
likelihood of the data also implicitly minimize the length of this encoding.
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One can show by delimiting, as is done in Fortnow (2000), that K(Y |X) ≤ K(Y |X, p) +K(p) +
2 log2 K(p) + c, where c is some small constant depending on the language. Writing the negative
log likelihood in terms of the empirical cross entropy, combining our two inequalities, and dividing
by the size of the dataset n yields

1
nK(Y |X) ≤ CE/ln 2 + n−1(K(p) + 2 log2 K(p) + c), (2)

where CE is the cross entropy of the classifier p averaged over dataset D. This implies that, regard-
less of how large the model is—so long as CE is better than random guess—if the size n of the
dataset is large enough, the model provides a non-trivial compression of the dataset. To demonstrate
this fact, we employ the compression scheme from Lotfi et al. (2022b) in order to find a compressed
representation of MLPs on several class balanced tabular classification datasets1. As shown in Fig-
ure 2 (middle), we are able to compress the labels on most of the datasets by well over the naive
n log2 C encoding length where C is the number of classes. We also apply the method with convo-
lutional architectures to compress labels on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 in Figure 2 (right), allowing
us to reject the hypothesis that the labeling functions are drawn uniformly at random with extremely
high confidence.

3.3 A KOLMOGOROV-STYLE NO FREE LUNCH THEOREM

A corollary of Equation 2 is that if the dataset is incompressible, then no model can do better than
random chance in the limit of a large dataset. Since compressible datasets in uniformly sampled data
are exponentially unlikely, we can prove our own version of the no free lunch theorem directly from
this constraint on complexity. With very high probability, on any given uniformly sampled dataset,
learning is impossible.
Theorem 1. Let (X,Y ) be a labeled dataset with n data points and uniformly sampled random
labels from C classes. Then, with probability at least 1− δ, for every classifier p(y|x),

CE(p) ≥ lnC − ln 2

n

(
K(p) + 2 log2 K(p) + log2

1

δ
+ c

)
(3)

where CE(p) is the empirical cross entropy of the classifier p(y|x) on the data. Thus for any model
of bounded size, if the size of the dataset is large enough, the model cannot represent any classifier
with cross entropy appreciably smaller than that attained from random guess.

Proof: See Appendix B

Like any of the no free lunch theorems, this initially seems limiting, but here we see that the incom-
pressiblility of the datasets from the uniform distribution is the fundamental issue. On compressible
datasets (ones with less than maximal complexity), learning is possible.

Takeaway: Real datasets are highly unlike the high complexity samples from the uniform
distribution where learning is impossible.

4 LOW-COMPLEXITY BIAS IN MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

In the previous section, we saw that real-world data distributions across domains are highly struc-
tured and therefore have low Kolmogorov complexity. If we can construct models which prefer
the same low-complexity data, then we can hope to perform inference with a single model across
many such domains. While early machine learning systems incorporated highly domain-specific
design elements, such as handcrafted image features (Dalal & Triggs, 2005) or graphical models for
language modeling (Mnih & Hinton, 2007), modern neural network architectures across domains
are converging on transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017; Dosovitskiy et al., 2020; Gulati et al., 2020;
Somepalli et al., 2021), some of which can simultaneously achieve impressive performance on a
variety of data types with a single architecture (Jaegle et al., 2021).

In this section, we argue that neural networks have a generic simplicity bias that extends well be-
yond the datasets for which they are designed. To this end, we: (1) feed tabular datasets from diverse

1https://www.openml.org/
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Figure 2: (Left): PAC-Bayes generalization bounds for CNNs trained on tabular data. (Middle): Compression
of tabular labels via a trained MLP model vs direct encoding of labels (n log2 C). (Right): Compression of
image classification datasets using CNNs. Note the breakdown of the total compressed size of the labels into
model fit (NLL bits), compressed parameters (Model Bits), and architecture and decompressor (Code Bits).

domains such as click prediction and airline delay prediction into neural networks designed specif-
ically for computer vision and find that they prefer naturally occurring labelings to random ones,
(2) formulate a language with respect to which we can measure the Kolmogorov complexity of nu-
merical sequences and observe that GPT-3 generates low-complexity sequences with exponentially
higher probability than complex ones, (3) predict the next term in a sequence with randomly initial-
ized language models. Whereas the no free lunch theorem of Wolpert (Wolpert, 1996) ensures that
such an inference procedure cannot outperform a random guess on average, we find that randomly
initialized neural networks prefer sequence completions which generate low-complexity completed
sequences, demonstrating that they can make accurate guesses as long as the ground truth sequence
distribution also favors low complexity.

4.1 NEURAL NETWORKS PREFER NATURALLY OCCURRING LABELINGS ACROSS DOMAINS

The inductive biases of even specialized architectures like convolutional neural networks facilitate
broad learning abilities. To demonstrate this fact, we take tabular classification datasets and encode
the tabular features as an image by simply forming images with one channel so that each pixel
corresponds to a different feature, and padding the edges with zeros as needed. We train a small 9
layer convolutional network using this input data to predict the classification labels. Since the data
has no local or translation equivariant structure, learning with the convolutional network requires
breaking these structures. Even in spite of this mismatch, the convolutional networks perform much
better than random chance. Furthermore, using the PAC-Bayes compression methodology from
Lotfi et al. (2022b), we are able to find a compressible set of parameters providing nonvacuous
generalization bounds on the model’s performance, as shown in Figure 2. Despite violating the
locality and translation equivariance inductive biases of the architecture, the model is still highly
compressible when fitting the tabular data and provably generalizes, suggesting that a core part of
these inductive biases are general and shared with this tabular data.

Takeaway: While architectures such as CNNs have inductive biases tailored for specific
problems, much of their inductive bias is general, extending across domains.

4.2 GPT-3 ASSIGNS EXPONENTIALLY HIGHER PROBABILITY TO SIMPLER SEQUENCES

We now study the preference of GPT-3—a line of high-performance autoregressive text generators—
has for simpler sequences. The ability of language models to solve reasoning problems has re-
cently been studied by Zelikman et al. (2022), who develop an effective prompting framework, and
d’Ascoli et al. (2022), who develop transformers for predicting symbolic expressions directly from
the sequence. To perform our own study, we need a well-defined, computable notion of complexity.
We thus define a simple, non-Turing-complete language and measure Kolmogorov complexity with
respect to this simple language. Namely, we generate integer sequences with binary expression trees.
We then define the complexity of a sequence as the size of the smallest expression tree, measured as
the number of internal nodes—or equivalently the number of operators in the expression represented
by the tree—that generates that sequence. By using a small set of terms for the leaves and binary
operators for the nodes, we can enumerate over all possible expression trees for sufficiently small
sizes at most L and compute all sequences with complexities 0 through L.
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In our experiments, we use operations +,×, and //, where // denotes integer division. For leaves,
we use 2 and i, where i is the index within the sequence. For example, (2 + i) × i could be
implemented with a tree of size 2 and would generate the sequence ai = 0, 3, 8, 15, ... Using this
setup, we are able to generate sequences of varying complexity, according to a well-defined metric,
and quantify the preference of GPT-3 models for simpler sequences over more complex ones. We
provide details on how we tokenize sequences and extract their probabilities in Appendix D.

In Figure 3, we measure the average log-probability GPT-3 models assign to sequences of a given
Kolmogorov complexity, where we fix the number of numerical tokens input into the model to be
30, and we observe that the probabilities assigned by these language models decrease exponentially
with sequence complexity, similar to the Solomonoff prior discussed in Section 2. In contrast, a
uniform prior would be described by a flat line. Note that for very complex sequences, we cannot
easily measure their minimum description length, so we limit our experiments to expression trees
with at most 7 operators. In this low-complexity regime, we observe that bigger GPT-3 models
which are better at language modeling, such as Davinci which contains 175 billion parameters,
assign higher probability to these simple sequences than much smaller GPT-3 models such as Ada.
The legend lists GPT-3 variants in order of increasing size.

We can also examine the decay of such log-probabilities as we feed more tokens, corresponding to
digits of sequence elements, into the model. As the sequences get longer, we see in Figure 3 that the
probabilities assigned to sequences decay sub-exponentially, indicating that these models, especially
bigger variants such as Davinci, become more and more confident about later sequence elements.
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Figure 3: GPT-3 prefers low-complexity sequences generated by expression trees. Left: Average log-
probability of sequences by complexity. Middle: Average log-prob. by sequence length, restricted to decimal
digit tokens. Right: Example sequences of complexity 0 through 4 with minimal generating expressions.

4.3 EVEN RANDOMLY INITIALIZED LANGUAGE MODELS PREFER LOW COMPLEXITY
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Figure 4: Randomly initialized language models prefer low-
complexity sequences generated by bitstring repetition. Left:
Average log-probability of sequences by complexity. Right: Av-
erage accuracy by complexity.

The previous section solely exam-
ined pre-trained language models, but
these models have been trained on
massive corpora of data. Do they pre-
fer low complexity before they have
even seen any data at all? While ini-
tializers of such models follow highly
diffuse distributions over parameters,
such random parameters can induce
highly structured functions.

Trained language models are known
to repeat themselves when generating
text (Holtzman et al., 2020; Fu et al.,
2021). One might think that this be-
havior is learned from training data
which often contains repeated text, but we show in this section that randomly initialized GPT models
repeat themselves too. Interestingly, we can formalize the preference for repetition as a preference
for low Kolmogorov complexity. In order to disentangle the impact of initialization from training,
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we adopt a simple language for generating binary sequences under which we can quickly measure
Kolmogorov complexity. We consider a program to be a bitstring, and then the program upon exe-
cution simply repeats the bitstring until output reaches length 10. Under this language, the sequence
0, 0, 0, ... has Kolmogorov complexity 1, and 0, 1, 0, 1, ... has complexity 2, yet randomly gener-
ated sequences are exponentially more likely to have high complexity. We conduct our evaluations
exhaustively on all such sequences of length 10.

We now generate sequences of length 10 with randomly initialized GPT-2 language models (Radford
et al., 2019), such that each initialization is used to generate one sequence, and we measure the
frequency with which each such sequence is generated. The estimated generation probabilities by
Kolmogorov complexity are found in Figure 4, where we see again that low-complexity sequences
are assigned exponentially higher probabilities. Here, we see that pre-trained checkpoints exhibit
an even stronger preference for low complexity as they are trained on structured text. We can also
use the randomly initialized language models to perform next element prediction by estimating the
probabilities they assign to the next element in a sequence given having correctly generated the
previous terms. While Wolpert’s no free lunch theorem (Wolpert, 1996) ensures that the average
completion accuracy over all possible length 10 bitstrings is exactly 0.5, we verify in Figure 4 that
randomly initialized networks can be used for sequence completion when the sequence is of low
complexity. Additional details and experiments with other GPT-2 architecture variants are found in
Appendix E.

We can further generate very long length-100 sequences with randomly initialized and also pre-
trained GPT-2 models and run a simple hypothesis test, demonstrating both randomly initialized and
pre-trained models generate lower Kolmogorov complexity sequences on average than a uniform
distribution. Over 100,000 samples from each of these three generative distributions and with a one-
tailed t-test on the null hypothesis that µ(K(SGPT)) ≥ µ(K(SU )), where SGPT and SU respectively
denote random sequences generated by the language model or a uniform distribution, we reject
this null hypothesis in both randomly initialized and pre-trained models with an extremely low
p-value, indicating that language models are indeed more likely to generate simple sequences, pre-
trained models even moreso. Further details can be found in Appendix E. We conclude that neural
networks for language generation, both trained and randomly initialized, express a bias towards low
Kolmogorov complexity which mirrors that of data as demonstrated in Section 3.

Takeaway: Language models, both pre-trained and randomly initialized, prefer to generate
low-complexity sequences. As a result, we can use even such randomly initialized models
to predict the next element in a sequence, as long as the sequence is low-complexity.

5 MODEL SELECTION WITH A PREFERENCE FOR SIMPLICITY

In typical industrial workflows, practitioners examine their data and select an appropriate learner.
For example, if data are linearly separable, then a practitioner might use logistic regression, whereas
if the data is more complex, the same practitioner may instead choose a neural network. We can then
consider the human model selector and the model they select as a single meta-learner. While early
works conjectured that automated meta-learners are ruled out by no free lunch theorems (Giraud-
Carrier & Provost, 2005), subsequent works show that model selection can in fact be automated
in practice (Vilalta & Drissi, 2002). Giraud-Carrier & Provost (2005) shows that with minimal as-
sumptions, the defeating conclusion of the no free lunch theorem can be escaped by meta-learners.
Subsequent works prove the existence of meta-induction algorithms, for selecting amongst all induc-
tion methods, which are near-optimal among learners (Schurz, 2008; Schurz & Thorn, 2017). In this
section, we argue why in principle, model selection can be automated from the view of complexity.

5.1 MODEL SELECTION AND GENERALIZATION BOUNDS

When developing a machine learning approach for a given application, it is often helpful to leverage
domain knowledge in constructing or choosing the right model for the task. One might start by
choosing from architecture families like MLPs, CNNs, GNNs, PointNets, or Transformers and then
decide on the appropriate way of featurizing the inputs, possibly incorporating knowledge of data
symmetries in via hard-coded equivariances or data augmentations. Even just enumerating the possi-
ble models a practitioner would consider and choosing based on their expertise and prior knowledge,
the number is not tremendously large. Even if we are extremely generous and suppose that the prac-
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Figure 5: High-order polynomials with a complexity penalty can solve problems at a variety of sample
sizes. Left: Cosine target function. Middle: Degree 2 polynomial target function. Right: Degree 10
polynomial target function.

titioner is choosing from 100 million models, we can consider the impractical algorithm of selecting
between them via cross validation. While one might expect that such a procedure would overfit, in
fact even finite hypothesis bounds show this is not the case. Using cross validation on a validation
set of size n = 20000 for a classification problem, plugging in a uniform prior P (h) = 10−8 to
Equation 1, we get that the gap between validation and test error will be less than 2.9% with prob-
ability greater than 99%. Ultimately, this is the case because we only need a number of data points
proportional to the log of the size of the hypothesis space for finite hypothesis bounds.

Considering even a more general class of models, one may consider the number of bits of prior
knowledge needed to specify the model architectures like MLPs, CNNs, or GNNs as well as sym-
metry groups and any other required information. In each of these cases, the model architectures can
in fact be expressed with a small number of bits. A near state-of-the-art computer vision model can
be expressed in only 280 characters (Trockman & Kolter, 2022) of PyTorch. Similarly, important
symmetry groups like translations, rotations, reflections, and other matrix groups can be expressed
in only a few lines of code (Finzi et al., 2021) and can be used to encode equivariances or used for
augmentation. Therefore, even in selecting from all possible models that can be expressed in that
short amount of code, we can expect to generalize with only tens of thousands of data points.

Takeaway: In principle, automating model selection directly via cross validation provably
generalizes well across millions of models with only thousands of data points.

5.2 ONE MODEL FOR BIG AND SMALL TRAINING SETS

It is commonly believed that small training datasets demand compact neural network architectures,
whereas large training datasets can accommodate flexible architectures. Accordingly, practitioners
hand select appropriate models for their datasets. In this section, we argue that a single learner
can be effective for all data sizes as long as we encode our a priori preference for simplicity. Our
prior should prefer simple functions we believe are more likely yet also support a wide variety of
functions in case training data rules out our preferences. We begin with a simple illustration.

Polynomial regression. Common intuition dictates that high degree polynomials easily overfit
their training data and should be avoided on small training sets. In contrast, low degree polynomials
cannot fit complicated functions so they should be avoided when training data is plentiful. However,
we demonstrate here that we can rely on lower order terms insofar as they can explain the data while
still allowing higher order terms if they are necessary.

To this end, we adopt Tikhonov regularization with a Tikhonov matrix given by diag({αk2}dk=0),
that is we impose an ℓ2 penalty which increases quadratically with the order of the corresponding
monomial. We consider three models: non-regularized degree 2 and degree 10 polynomials as well
as a degree 10 polynomial regularized as mentioned above. In Figure 5, we perform regression
on the cosine target function (left) and degree 2 (center) and degree 10 (right) polynomial target
functions. We confirm that even though a high degree polynomial model performs poorly with few
training samples, it eventually outperforms its lower degree counterpart. Meanwhile, a high degree
polynomial model with the above Tikhonov regularization outperforms both non-regularized models
across most sample sizes on cosine and degree 10 polynomial regression problems, and it notably
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matches the performance of a degree 2 model even on data generated by a degree 2 polynomial. We
include details regarding the example target functions and the data sampling process in Appendix F.
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Figure 6: A single learner, which is at least
as expressive as a vision transformer, but also
prefers simple solutions representable by a small
GoogLeNet, can simultaneously solve small and
large scale problems.

Neural networks. We illustrate a similar con-
cept with neural networks. We consider a small net-
work, GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), which per-
forms well on small datasets such as CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009) but poorly on larger
datasets like ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). We also
consider a large network, ViT-B/16 (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2020), which performs significantly worse
on CIFAR variants but much better on ImageNet.
As in the polynomial regression example above, we
can combine these two architectures, specifying our
preference for the simpler GoogLeNet to the extent
that it fits the training data. To learn on a dataset, we
train both models and then take a convex combina-
tion of their logits, c ∗ logitsViT + (1 − c) ∗ logitsG,
controlled by a single parameter c with ℓ2 regulariza-
tion in favor of GoogLeNet. In Figure 6, we observe
that while GoogLeNet and ViT each have strengths
and weaknesses, combining them with a preference for simplicity achieves the best of both worlds.
While aggressively restricting our architectures can decrease computational cost, it is unnecessary
for generalization. Details and additional experiments with Swin Transformer (Liu et al., 2021) are
found in Appendix F.

6 DISCUSSION

While large ML models are highly flexible, we saw in this work that they reliably prefer low Kol-
mogorov complexity solutions—aligning well with relevant learning problems—despite not being
designed with complexity in mind. This observation raises the question: why exactly do neural
networks encode such a strong preference for low complexity and how can we tune this preference?
Complementing the above observation, we also saw that a single expressive model which simul-
taneously supports a wide variety of solutions but prefers simple ones can simultaneously solve
simple and hard problems over sample sizes. Such learners present clear advantages over the cur-
rent paradigm in deep learning in which we manually select small constrained architectures or large
ones with mild inductive biases, depending on the problem. Keeping this possibility in mind, how
can we design expressive yet simplicity-biased models but with affordable computational costs?
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A UNIVERSAL INDUCTION AND COMPLEXITY IN DEEP LEARNING

Universal induction. Inspired by Kolmogorov complexity, a line of work introduces univer-
sal induction methods, which prefer low complexity answers (Solomonoff, 1964; Hutter, 2000;
Nakkiran, 2021). Notably, Solomonoff induction (Solomonoff, 1964; Rathmanner & Hutter, 2011)
places a probability distribution over bitstrings which vanishes exponentially with their Kolmogorov
complexity with respect to a universal Turing machine. Then, presented with an observed se-
quence (e.g. training data) called a prefix and a candidate completion, we can perform inference
via p([prefix, completion] | prefix). In other words, we assign probability to each completion pro-
portional to its probability among sequences which begin with the prefix. Since low-complexity bit-
strings are assigned higher probability, we will prefer completions which result in low-complexity
completed sequences. Subsequent literature argues that Solomonoff induction explains why no free
lunch theorems are practically irrelevant, namely weak assumptions on the structure of learning
problems allow for near-optimal universal learners (Lattimore & Hutter, 2013).

Complexity in deep learning. Several works have related Kolmogorov complexity to neural
networks. Pearlmutter & Rosenfeld (1990) argues that random initialization and noise in data in-
crease the complexity of neural networks but that ensembling such models reduces complexity in
expectation. Schmidhuber (1997) proposes another method for reducing Kolmogorov complexity by
instead explicitly searching for simple neural networks and finds improvements in generalization on
very small problems where such a search is computationally feasible. Another line of study proves
that multi-layer perceptrons with boolean input features are biased towards low-entropy functions,
namely ones which classify disproportionately many or few points into the same class (Mingard
et al., 2019) or are insensitive to flips in the boolean features (De Palma et al., 2019).

Other notions of simplicity have also been proposed and applied to neural networks, for example
involving the implicit bias of SGD (Damian et al., 2021); the connection between flat loss minima
with wide-margins decision boundaries and improved generalization (Huang et al., 2020; Izmailov
et al., 2018); the tendency of models to rely on simple, compressible features (Geirhos et al., 2020);
or the potential for overparameterized networks to be implicitly regularized, leading to capacity
control (Neyshabur et al., 2014). The marginal likelihood, or the probability that a random sample
from the prior generates the data, is a natural statement of Occam’s razor or the idea that simple
models should be preferred (Lotfi et al., 2022a). Diffuse priors which spread mass out around the
diverse high-complexity solutions are unlikely to generate observed data, so effective models admit
a far higher marginal likelihood on naturally occurring labelings compared to random ones (Wilson
& Izmailov, 2020).

B A KOLMOGOROV NO FREE LUNCH THEOREM PROOF

Rewriting Equation (2), we have

CE(p) ≥ ln 2

n
(K(Y |X)−K(p)− 2 log2 K(p)− c) .

Note that by simply counting all possible programs taking input X , there are less than 2k+1 labelings
Y with K(Y |X) ≤ k. Note that there are Cn distinct labelings, from which we are drawing
uniformly. So that

P(K(Y |X) > n log2 C −m) = 1− P(K(Y |X) ≤ n log2 C −m)

≥ 1− P(K(Y |X) ≤ ⌈n log2 C⌉ −m)

≥ 1− 2⌈n log2 C⌉−m+1

Cn

≥ 1− 22−m.

Alternatively, with probability at least 1− δ,

K(Y |X) > n log2 C − log2
1

δ
− 3.

Thus, with probability at least 1− δ, we have for every classifier p,

CE(p) ≥ lnC − ln 2

n
(K(p) + 2 log2 K(p) + log2 δ + c) .
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C PAC-BAYES COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

For the OpenML tabular classification datasets, we preprocess them first by balancing the classes,
subsampling all classes down to the number of examples of the least likely class. This way, when
compressing the datasets, any result achieved is nontrivial in contrast with a very class imbalanced
dataset. We heavily follow the compression method of (Lotfi et al., 2022b), including the small 9
convolutional architecture which they use to generate their bounds. When cramming the tabular data
into this convnet, we combine numerical features with one hot encoded categorical features and then
pack these into the pixels of a 1 channel image, using however large an image as necessary to fit
each of the different features inside.

With respect to the sizes of the random subspaces that we train the compressed models in, we
consider 250,500,1000, and 2000. For tabular label compression, we employ a 2 hidden layer MLP
with hidden dimension k = 192, and we consider the same 250,500,1000, and 2000 values for
subspace dimension. We train for 80 epochs with 20 epochs of quantization at a batch size of 512
using Adam at lr= 3×10−4. For image classification label compression, we use the 9-layer convnet
with subspace dimensions 2000, 3000, 5000, and we train for 80 epochs using SGD at learning rate
0.1 and quantize for the remaining 20 epochs, at a batch size of 50. For calculating the length of the
code for model architecture and decompressor, we need only the implementation of the model, the
arithmetic decoder, and the loading of the quantized values. Removing wasted bits, we minified the
python file, leading to a size of approximately 2.5KB.

D GPT-3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

To feed sequences into a model, we split up sequence elements into individual byte-pair encoding
tokens corresponding to their decimal digits, and we place comma tokens between sequence ele-
ments as delimiters, also beginning every input with an <|endoftext|> token. We choose to use
the byte-pair encoding of decimal digits with a space inserted before the digit, e.g. ‘ 0’ as this is
known to enhance the ability of language models to perform arithmetic (Zelikman et al., 2022). For
example, the sequence 10, 11 will be split up into [‘<|endoftext|>’, ‘ 1’, ‘ 0’, ‘,’, ‘ 1’, ‘ 1’], and
each element of the list is tokenized individually. Then, the log-probability of a sequence is given
by the sum of the log-probabilities corresponding to the correct decimal digits in their respective
slots of the model’s output. Note that various sequences will contain different numbers of decimal
digits, and the sequence’s log-probability will decrease with every token. Therefore, in order for fair
comparison, we limit all sequences to 30 decimal digit tokens and truncate there.

E SEQUENCE GENERATION AND COMPLETION WITH RANDOMLY
INITIALIZED LANGUAGE MODELS

For these experiments, we use Huggingface2 GPT-2 architectures and pre-trained checkpoints. In
order to estimate the probabilities assigned by randomly initialized language models to each bit-
string, we generate one million random sequences, ensuring that many instances of each bitstring
are generated as there are only 210 = 1024 bistrings of length 10.

We also include plots with other sizes of GPT-2 architectures in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

We also include the hypothesis test referenced in Section 4.3. For this experiment, we generate
100,000 length-100 sequences from randomly intialized GPT-2 variants, pre-trained GPT-2 vari-
ants, and a uniform distribution. We then perform a one-sided t-test on the null hypothesis that
µ(K(SGPT)) ≥ µ(K(SU )), for both initialized and pre-trained models. Table 1 contains the result-
ing sample means, t-statistics and p-values. In all cases, we reject the null hypothesis with very low
p-values, indicating that language models do prefer to generate low-complexity sequences. Notably,
pre-trained language models exhibit an increased simplicity bias, and bigger and better language
models even moreso.

2https://huggingface.co/
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Figure 7: Randomly initialized GPT-2 Medium prefers low-complexity sequences generated by bitstring
repetition. Left: Average log-probability of sequences by complexity. Right: Average accuracy.
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Figure 8: Randomly initialized GPT-2 Large prefers low-complexity sequences generated by bitstring
repetition. Left: Average log-probability of sequences by complexity. Right: Average accuracy.

Table 1: Hypothesis test for language model simplicity bias. t-tests are one-sided, and p-values are rounded
to 4 digits. We also report the mean Kolomogorov complexity of sequences generated by each language model
and a uniform distribution.

Model K(SGPT) t-statistic p-value

Uniform Distribution 98.36 - -
GPT-2 Base Initialized 98.00 -39.95 0.0000
GPT-2 Medium Initialized 97.99 -40.91 0.0000
GPT-2 Large Initialized 98.00 -40.11 0.0000
GPT-2 Base Trained 60.81 -255.17 0.0000
GPT-2 Medium Trained 48.41 -325.16 0.0000
GPT-2 Large Trained 46.34 -342.80 0.0000

F BIG AND SMALL TRAINING SETS

Polynomial regression. We choose three example target functions on which to perform regression:
cos( 3π2 x), x2, and −36x + 49x5 − 14x7 + x10. Training data is randomly drawn from a uniform
distribution over the unit interval, and we add noise to training labels from N (0, 0.1). In each
case, for each dataset size, we average the mean squared error over 100 randomly sampled training
sets. For Tikhonov regularized polynomial regression on the cosine and degree 2 polynomial target
functions, we use α = 0.01, and we use α = 0.001 for regression on the degree 10 polynomial
target function.
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Image classification with neural networks. For ImageNet trained models, we employ publicly
available checkpoints from torchvision3. We train models on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 for
200 epochs with initial learning rate 0.1 and cosine annealing along with horizontal flip and random
crop augmentations. We use SGD with momentum 0.9 and batches of size 128. All CIFAR images
are rescaled to 224 × 224 so that we can use an identical model for ImageNet and CIFAR data. In
order to learn the parameter c controlling the convex combination of models, we perform 10 epochs
of training, where the models’ parameters are frozen, and we apply weight decay with coefficient
10−5. We learn the parameter c using SGD with momentum 0.9 and batch size 128, initial learning
rate 0.1, and cosine annealing.

Table 2: Combinations of large and small architectures form single models that achieve high test accuracy on
all dataset sizes. “GoogLeNet + ViT” denotes a model formed as a convex combination of the logits of the two
constituent models with weight decay on the parameter c controlling the convex combination which multiplies
the logits of the larger model, ensuring that the small model is prefered as long as it fits the data.

Model CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 ImageNet

GoogLeNet 93.840 % 75.160 % 69.778 %
ViT-B/16 72.020 % 48.140 % 81.072 %
Swin-B 74.710 % 64.200 % 83.582 %
GoogLeNet + ViT 93.860 % 71.990 % 81.090 %
GoogLeNet + Swin 93.760 % 75.360 % 83.150 %

3https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/index.html
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